
HOME SUITE COLLECTION



FEEL NO LESS THAN
A CELEBRITY IN A 
WELL DESIGNED
ECLECTIC HOME

Discover new horizons for all your ideas, elegantly 

designed with high-quality materials and intricate 

workmanship. Bent Chair has an exceptional

 collection, customized to meet your personal

needs that are well thought out and well made. 

Our studio houses some of our top-selling products 

which include the Lokalferi line, Bent luxury

collection, the Rocky Star X Bent Chair collection 

and many more. Our team will guide you to choose 

the perfect products for your home as well as 

provide our customers with the chance to see our 

products in their magnificent and splendid form.

Get custom and end-to-end interior design solutions 

for all types of spaces, 1BHK, 2 BHK, Dining Room, 

Study Room, Living Room, Penthouse and what not.













The client wanted a modern age home which also has luxurious elements. The major 
point was large seating capacity and a separate bar section for parties and gatherings. 
As per Client’s requirements, our designers went for a mix of contemporary and timeless 
furniture while highlighting gold accents for the decor. The end result was undoubtedly 
stylish and the neutral tones exuded warmth, vibrancy and utmost regality.

MR & MS JOLLY
R E S I D E N C E





The brief was that the homeowner wanted a luxurious style space while keeping up with 
his bachelor pad. So for Rohit's home, we wanted to create a lavish space blending style and 
functionality. We picked muted tones for the walls to complement with the contemporary 
interior and for the space to look spacious. The entire look has been enhanced by the 
whimsical and quirky wall art and decor accessories. 
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LIVING ROOM



DINING ROOM



Baroque collection offers majestic vibes in gothic hues. Home accents in this collection 
include exquisite furniture with gold embellishments on dark tones offering a royal and 
ethereal look. Get the feel of couture into your homes with this eccentric line. The collection 
will take you on an ethereal journey with a rich amalgamation of  intricate design and 
chic patterns in vibrant hues.E D I T I O N  0 1





REGAL EXTRAVAGANZA



BLOOMING BAROQUE



A FLORAL AFFAIR



UNVEIL BAROQUE



CELEBRITY LIVING ROOM



CELEBRITY CLOSET



REGAL ATTIRE



MAJESTIC OPULENCE



LEISURE DINING



CELEBRITY DINING ROOM



FASHIONABLE DINING EXPERIENCE



FOLIAGE AFFAIR LAVISH DINING



GOLDEN REGALIA DINE LAVISH



RHOMBUS DINE AFFAIR CLASSIC ACCENT



Boasting the true essence of luxury,the elegant Jewel Anthropod Collection by Rocky Star 
offers a regal experience with its contemporary design and incredible high-grade construction. 
Exotic fluttering natures wildness that takes a center stage in the royal segment. 
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ROYAL PARADE



MAYA LIVING ROOM



MAYA BLUE LIVING ROOM



ANTHROPOD WHITE LIVING ROOM



ANTHROPOD LIVING ROOM



ANTHROPOD DINING ROOM



ECLECTIC DINING ROOM



MAYA DINING ROOM



The earthy tones and and grunge moss textures of this collection intensify the tapering 
strength of the silhouettes from corseted to gusty, breathing fine-spun grandeur into the 
collection. Feast your eyes on the fractal motifs spilled across maroons and golds come 
to life with the exotic Zardozi and oxidized ornamental embroidery.
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VERDANT COUPLE CORNER



SCARLET GOLD LIVING ROOM




